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Spring Forward: Daylight Saving Time 2017
A Message from Joey Root, President & CEO

On Sunday, March 12, 2017 at 2 AM, most of the people in the United States and all in Oklahoma lost
an hour of sleep. For me, this is a small price to pay for gaining an hour of daylight. Daylight Saving
Time is here again and spring weather is just around the corner. 

Here are a few fun facts about Daylight Saving Time:

1.      The first known suggestion for a form of daylight saving was from Benjamin Franklin in 1784.
Franklin wrote an essay called “An Economical Project for Diminishing the Cost of Light” and sent it to
the editor of The Journal of Paris. The essay, which was meant to be somewhat humorous, suggests
that Parisians could save a lot of money on candles if they would get out of bed earlier and make use
of the natural light. 

2.      The first specific proposal for Daylight Saving Time was from a New Zealander  - George
Hudson - in 1895. 

3.      The German Empire was the first country to introduce Daylight Saving Time when clocks were
moved ahead one hour on April 16, 1916. Many countries have used it at various times since then,
especially since the energy crisis of the 1970’s. 

4.      Daylight Saving Time, called “Fast Time” in the law that created it, was first used in the U.S. by
Woodrow Wilson in 1918. 

5.      In the United States, Daylight Saving Time is used in all states but Hawaii and Arizona. (even
more confusing – Arizona actually has a small part of the state that does implement Daylight Saving
Time, though the majority does not.)

6.      Daylight Saving Time is now in use in 70 countries worldwide and it affects over 1 Billion people
per year. 

By the way, it really is Daylight Saving Time, not Savings Time as I called it my entire life before I
wrote this article. Who knew? 

This year, we will Fall Back one hour on November 5th at 2:00 AM. We will have much shorter days
when that happens, but on the bright side, you will have an extra hour of sleep! Until then, enjoy the
long days ahead. 

Please don't hesitate to contact me at 405.608.1903 or jroot@myfirstliberty.com if there is anything I
can do for you.

 

Best regards,

Joey Root

President & CEO
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Are Your Savings on Target for Your Age?
How much should you have saved for retirement right now?

There are no hard-and-fast formulas to predict how much you should have in your retirement savings
at any given time in your life, as there are just too many variables to take into consideration. But by
looking at advised guidelines from various industry professionals, you can start to get a general idea
of where you need to be.

Dan Kadlec of Time magazine and Ann Carrns of the New York Times both reference guidelines that
state the following:

A t age 35, you should have
an amount equal to your
annual salary saved up.
At age 45, you should have
saved three times your
annual salary.
At age 55, you should have
saved five times your annual
salary.
At general retirement age
(67), you should have saved
eight times your annual
salary.

In a 2016 article, Jonnelle Marte of
The Washington Post shares a
large investment firm’s updated
guideposts, which show just how
quickly the “normal” target for
savings can change.

These guideposts state that

At age 30 (not 35), you should have an amount equal to your annual salary saved up
At age 35, you should have saved twice your annual salary
At age 40 (not 45), you should have saved three times your annual salary
At age 67, you should have saved 10 times your annual salary

On the other hand, when taking into account a different set of assumptions—including how much you
make, when you began to save, how much you contribute to savings, if there is an employer match,
and what the inflation levels and portfolio growth rates are—a NerdWallet study from late 2016 reveals
that 22 percent of pay may be the most on-point retirement goal for millennials.

In a CBS News article, Steve Vernon of MoneyWatch describes standards that measure goals
differently, this time based on when you want to retire (and like the other sets of guideposts, this set
comes with its own assumptions).

According to the Boston College Center for Retirement (CRR),

To retire at age 62, save 15 percent of pay
To retire at age 65, save 10 percent of pay
To retire at age 67, save 7 percent of pay
To retire at age 70, save 4 percent of pay

In general, Vernon says, this matches up to another up-to-date analysis.







“A recent study by Transamerica reports that the median savings levels for millennials [are] currently
seven percent of pay, not counting employer matching contributions, which should be counted toward
meeting savings targets,” Vernon writes.

Of course, it may make you feel better just knowing how your savings stack up against others’ in your
age bracket in real life—not under a study’s ideal circumstances. A survey from LearnVest and Chase
Blueprint pared down data of men and women in various age ranges to find out how much they
actually have saved:

Women between the ages of 25 and 32 admitted to having an average of $37,000 in their
retirement accounts.
Men aged 25 to 54 admitted to having an average of $220,000 in their retirement accounts.
Women between the ages of 45 and 54 admitted to having an average of $219,000 in their
retirement accounts.

If you want to feel comfortable about the amount you are putting away toward retirement, consult with
a financial advisor, who will discuss your goals and give you advice based on your own set of
circumstances—and without assumptions.
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Q & A Joe Davis
We Love You Joe and Are Glad You Are Here!

At First Liberty, we are always looking for ways to serve our community, including getting to know you
better. We want to be the type of bank who knows your name. We also want you to get to know us
better. Each month, we will be featuring one of our employees in order for all of us to learn more
about each other.

 

Where did you work before FLB?

I worked at First National Bank of Okmulgee for 18 years before moving to Edmond.  

Tell us a little bit about what you do here.
I am the “IT Guy”.  One of my jobs is to make sure that the technology is making the jobs that
everyone else performs easier and more efficient.  I am always willing to talk tech to see if there is a
better way to do something. 

What is your favorite part of working here?
I love the authenticity of the people here.  

If you could pick anyone to have lunch with (real or fictional, dead or alive) who would it be
and why?







I always enjoy someone with a unique or humorous view of the world.  I’d probably choose someone
like Will Rogers.

What are some of your favorite things to do outside of work? 
I do a lot of family stuff.  My wife and I have a 20 year-old and a 6 year-old.  Between the two, they
keep us pretty busy.  When I can carve out some for myself, I am an avid reader and a sometimes
writer.

What’s your favorite vacation spot?
Whenever I go on vacation I like to get away and be on vacation.  I find that a cruise ship in the
Caribbean usually fits the bill for this. 

What might people be surprised to know about you? 
Many people are surprised when I tell them that I am colorblind.
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Profit and Loss Statements
One of the most important financial statements for small
businesses

Out of all the financial statements that you need to maintain while running a business, profit and loss
statements are among the most important, enabling you to assess your business’s current finances
and make projections for the future.

A profit and loss statement, also
known as a P&L statement or an
income statement, includes all
income and expenses over a
certain period of time. This lets a
business analyze its losses and
profits and determine how much it
will make once its expenses are all
accounted for. Typically, the period
of time it covers is a few months,
although an annual profit and loss
statement can be useful to
compare financial performance on
a year-to-year basis.

There are many components
needed to put together a profit and
loss statement. First, you must
calculate the cost of goods sold.

“Costs of goods sold include things
like raw materials, inventory and payroll taxes,” says Paul Lester former contributor to the SBA.gov
community. “Make sure to also factor [ ] overhead costs such as repairs, utilities, insurance and legal
fees into your operating expenses to ensure your net profit is accurate.”

You can then subtract the cost of goods sold from net sales to arrive at your gross profit. It is
important to remember that gross profit includes only the expenses that come from the cost of goods
and doesn’t include your income taxes or operating expenses. 

Operating expenses are a separate category that you need to include in your profit and loss
statement. There are a wide variety of expenses that are included under the umbrella of operating
expenses. A few examples are employee salaries, marketing costs and the price of renting equipment
or office space. Talking to your financial advisor can help you determine all of your operating
expenses so that you know which numbers to keep track of for your income statements.

Total expenses, net income before taxes, taxes and net income round out the figures that need to be
calculated for your profit and loss statement. If you don’t have these numbers because you are just
starting out, you will need to make educated guesses to create a projected profit and loss statement,
known as a pro forma statement.

“List all possible expenses, over-estimating so you aren’t surprised,” recommends Jean Murray, a
business coach with an MBA and a Ph.D. in entrepreneurship, in a contribution to The Balance.
“Under-estimate sales, both in timing and amount.”

Going through all this effort is worth it to reap the benefits provided by having accurate profit and loss
statements. These statements help you analyze the current financial situation of your business to
better plan for the future and catch any growing problems before they become too big. Maintaining







accurate statements throughout the year also helps you complete your annual tax filing more
efficiently.

Lastly, if you want to take out a business loan to grow your business, you will likely need to provide
your financial institution with a profit and loss statement.

Businesses typically use specialized software to make the calculations and format a profit and loss
statement automatically, but it is still important to understand the numbers that go into the calculations
so that you are sure to document and retain all the necessary financial information. This guide should
help you gain a general understanding of what goes into a profit and loss statement.
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Welcome To First Liberty
New Staff Added

We are growing! Please welcome the new additions to the First Liberty Bank family.

Breanne "Bre" Moore is an Administrative Assistant in Private Banking.

Bryan Pregler is a Mortgage Loan Officer.







 

WELCOME TO FIRST LIBERTY BANK!
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The Village 2016 Police Officer of the Year

In February 2017, First Liberty Bank CFO Sandy Bracken was honored and thrilled to present the
award recognizing Officer Chance Avery as The Village Police Department Officer of the Year for
2016.  The award is for outstanding service to the citizens of The Village. Congrats Officer Avery!
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Luck O' The Irish

Is St. Patrick's Day one of your favorite holidays?  Celebrate the luck of the Irish with these amazing
recipes from Country Living. Country Living gathered the best St. Patrick's Day recipes from all across
the internet for you to enjoy. From Glazed Corned Beef to Colcannon (Don't know what it is? Check it
out!) to Green Velvet Cheesecake, you're sure to find everything for your St. Pat's menu. 

 

GLAZED CORNED BEEF







 

Colcannon
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The Unsung Benefits of Listening to Music
Listening to music has some amazing benefits

Many people listen to music every day. From your commute to work in the car to your daily workout at
the gym, tunes are always playing in some form or another. The music we listen to can have some
surprising benefits that can affect you both physically and mentally.

Extra gym motivation

Exercise playlists can be essential
to staying focused at the gym and
getting a total body workout. Not
only are the lyrics inspirational, but
the Journal of Applied Science
states that music can help boost
workout motivation, enhance
endurance and assist people in
running faster. The power of
distraction, from paying attention to
the lyrics or music of a song, helps
athletes not realize the extra effort
they’ve put forward during their
workouts, allowing them to run an
extra mile or do a few more squats.
Additionally, stationary bicyclists
were found to have worked harder
during a workout when the music is
fast-paced and matches the rhythm
of the cycling.

Reduced food consumption

A study completed in the psychiatry department at the University of Cincinnati College of Medicine
found that those who listened to soft, calming music while eating under dimmed lighting ate slower
and allowed the food they had eaten to digest more slowly. This meant that the participants ended up
consuming less and became more mindful of the fullness cues within their bodies. This method
combined with a finely tuned workout playlist could help you lose that extra holiday weight that’s stuck
around.

Improve mental acuity 

Researchers have been studying the effects of listening to music while performing cognitive tasks for
many years now and multiple studies have found that background music has some positive benefits
on the results of these tasks. One study from Middlesex University found that the music allowed test
takers to finish more questions in the allotted time and they subsequently got more of the answers
right. Recent studies have fine-tuned this theory by suggesting that the music must first improve the
test taker’s emotional state, rather than simply playing any nondescript music in the background.

Relieve anxiety

A study completed at the Group Health Research Institute in Seattle, Washington found that listening
to music can have a similar effect on someone’s anxiety as getting a massage to relieve stress. Over a
course of 12 weeks, participants were subjected to a variety of relaxing techniques to reduce stress,
including massage, thermotherapy and music, to see which would reduce depressive symptoms that
were caused by anxiety. The results concluded that massage was not a superior method of relieving







the aforementioned stress and that all methods had shown clinically important improvements. So the
next time you’re not able to get to a masseuse, try turning on some relaxing music.

Enhanced quality of sleep

According to a study done at the Semmelweis University Institute of Behavioral Science, listening to
classical music for 45 minutes at bed time improved the sleep quality of the participants tested,
including the reduction of anxiety and depressive moods among insomnia sufferers. Audiobooks were
also tested during the study and were not found to have the same positive effects as those who had
listened to music. When it comes to sleep, skip the audio book and go with Brahms instead.

Whether you prefer rock, classical or pop, any kind of music can have some serious positive benefits
on your everyday life.
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Top Convertibles for Spring
Make every drive an enjoyable one

Warmer weather is right around the corner and there’s no better way to take in your surroundings than
with a long drive. What can make that drive even better? A convertible, of course. Here are a few of
the best.

Buick Cascada: The 2017 Cascada is an all-new model in the Buick family and offers great value
with a starting MSRP of $33,065. Power comes from a turbocharged 1.6-liter engine that makes 200
hp and peace of mind is provided by the 5-Star Overall rating from the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration. Other highlights
include the Buick IntelliLink system
with seven-inch touchscreen,
heated leather front seats and
steering wheels, and OnStar 4G
LTE Wi-Fi Hotspot. Best of all? The
soft top can open in as little as 17
seconds.

Kelley Blue Book notes: “There
aren’t too many [four]-seat
convertibles on the market and
even fewer that offer a usable rear
seat. If you’re seeking such a car,
the 2017 Buick Cascada
convertible has a lower starting
price than its German rivals and
even the base car is exceptionally
well-equipped.”

FIAT 124 Spider: Making its way
back onto American roadways nearly 50 years after its initial introduction, the 124 Spider is quickly
making up for lost time, having been named “Best New Convertible” by Cars.com and earning the
“Sporty Performance Car Best Buy” award from Consumer Guide. A $24,995 MSRP makes it
attainable as well. A turbocharged 1.4-liter, four-cylinder engine makes as much as 164 hp and 184
lb-ft of torque through a six-speed manual or automatic transmission. Since it’s a FIAT, you know
there are plenty of customization options. Safety features include available blind-spot monitoring and
Rear Cross Path Detection, and the FIAT Connect 7.0 system is included as part of the Technology
Package, which includes proximity keyless entry and a ParkView backup camera.

Jalopnik adds: “You’ve really got the best of a bunch of different worlds here. Engineered by Italians,
partially built for the American market and assembled by the Japanese, it’s hard to find something not
to like.”

Jaguar F-TYPE Convertible: Although a bit pricier than the previous models, the 2017 F-TYPE
convertible (MSRP $65,400) has plenty to love. There are seven models to choose from, including an
all-wheel drive model that turns this machine into a four-season cruiser. There are four available
engines, highlighted by a 575 hp, supercharged V-8 that can shoot from zero to 60 mph in 3.5
seconds, with a top speed of 200 mph. Lightweight construction, a sophisticated suspension and an
available carbon-ceramic matrix braking system make every drive an exciting one, and the latest
in-car technologies keep you connected.

Autoblog says that “Jaguar has well and truly hit a home run here, so if you’re in the market for a
premium sports car, you’d do well to consider it.”







Drivers who want something a bit different than the traditional convertible should consider the Jeep
Wrangler and Range Rover Evoque convertible. Both models can handle even the worst winter has to
offer but can also be enjoyed on beautiful spring and summer days.
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Catch the Luck of the Irish in Chicago All Month
Long
What to do, where to stay and where to eat in the Windy City

Though the weather is still a bit chilly, March is a great time to visit Chicago, regardless of whether or
not you are looking to partake in the city’s many St. Patrick’s Day celebrations. From raucous pub
crawls to family-friendly parades and more traditional sightseeing, the city provides residents and
tourists with lots of ways to enjoy the beloved Irish holiday – and beyond.

What to do

If you’re visiting Chicago around St.
Patrick’s Day, the most famous
tradition is the “greening” of the
Chicago River, which this year will
take place on Saturday, March 11.
Each year, 45 pounds of
eco-friendly green dye is dumped
into the water, much to the delight
of the nearly 400,000 spectators
that gather downtown to watch.

Downtown is also where you can
see the city’s official St. Patrick’s
Day Parade, which this year marks
its 62nd anniversary. The 2017
theme is “Irish Immigration: A New
World of Opportunity,” and the
three-hour parade will begin on
Columbus Drive and move north
through Grant Park before
concluding at Monroe Drive. For
more information on this year’s parade, go to http://chicagostpatricksdayparade.org.

Of course, there are plenty of non-St. Patrick’s Day-related things going on in Chicago in March. One
unique festival taking place is Baconfest, a two-day celebration of all things bacon that takes place in
Little Italy on March 31 and April 1. Many local restaurants and breweries will be in attendance, each
offering a tasty bacon dish or drink. To purchase your tickets, head to http://baconfestchicago.com.

The Navy Pier, a major Chicago tourist attraction, will be hosting the Chicago Flower & Garden Show
March 18 through March 26. A celebration of the coming spring season, the show features
instructional seminars, manicured gardens and a Kid’s Activity Garden for children to learn about
planting seeds and growing vegetables. For more information, go to
https://navypier.com/chicago-flower-garden-show-2.

Where to eat

There is no shortage of pubs in the city of Chicago. One of the most authentic is Galway Arms, a
Lincoln Park establishment with a mostly Irish wait staff and menu items like Guinness beef stew and
shepherd’s pie—ideal for St. Patrick’s Day and beyond.

For a more upscale take on the classic Irish pub, head to Lady Gregory’s in Andersonville, named
after the sassy writer who was once described by George Bernard Shaw as “The Greatest Living
Irishwoman.” The pub fare at Lady Gregory’s is farm-to-table, and even includes many gluten-free and
vegetarian options. See the full menu at http://ladygregorys.com.







vegetarian options. See the full menu at http://ladygregorys.com.

If you are looking for someplace to eat downtown, try The Gage, which is particularly famous for its
fish and chips. The Gage is open for brunch, lunch and dinner—see the menu at
https://www.thegagechicago.com for more information.

Where to stay

If you're looking for the ultimate in luxury during your Chicago stay, book a room at The Langham. The
hotel only opened a few years ago, but has already become the city’s top-rated hotel on U.S. News &
World Report rankings. With soaking tubs and rain showers, 55-inch televisions and an on-site
22,000-square-foot spa, it is easy to see why this 5-star hotel is so popular with business travelers and
families alike. Book your room at http://langhamhotels.com/en/the-langham/chicago/rooms.

If you still want to be close to the river, but don’t want to pay luxury prices, consider going to the Best
Western River North. The hotel is well reviewed, located downtown and, best of all, includes free
parking. Make reservations by going to http://rivernorthhotel.com/

With so many great things going on, you don’t need to have the luck of the Irish to have fun during the
month of March in Chicago.
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4 Best Hulu Originals to Binge-Watch
These Hulu original shows are perfect binge-watching
entertainment

The world of television has certainly changed during the last few years. An increasing number of
viewers have stopped watching television shows in a traditional manner. Instead, they have turned to
the internet and streaming websites. In fact, several streaming services, such as Netflix, have created
original television series of their own, which have garnered quite the audience.

Netflix is not the only streaming site to produce original content. Hulu also produces several series for
its viewers to enjoy. The next time that you sign into Hulu, consider watching these Hulu originals.

“The Path”

Following his breakout role in
AMC’s “Breaking Bad,” actor Aaron
Paul turned to Hulu for his next big
drama. “The Path,” starring Paul,
as well as Michelle Monaghan and
Hugh Dancy, centers on a spiritual
cult known as Meyerism. Paul’s
character, Eddie Lane, suffers from
a crisis of faith that causes him to
question some of the more
unsavory aspects of the Meyerism
movement. “The Path” blends deep
character exploration with thrilling
suspense. If you finish the first
season and are left wanting more,
Hulu already has a second season
of “The Path” in production and on
the way.

“Casual”

Although “The Path” has been a success for Hulu, the streaming website is better known for its
comedies. The most successful original comedy on the streaming site is “Casual.” An unadulterated
look at the world of modern dating, “Casual” stars actors Michaela Watkins and Tommy Dewey as
siblings who get caught up in the hijinks of running an online dating website. “Casual” recently
wrapped up its second season and is moving forward with production for a third season.

“Difficult People”

Another of Hulu’s most successful original comedy programs is “Difficult People.” Starring comedians
Julie Klausner and Billy Eichner as washed-up comedians Julie Kessler and Billy Epstein, the duo find
something new to irritate them in every episode. This sardonic humor seems to have worked out for
“Difficult People,” which was recently renewed by Hulu for a third season.

“The Mindy Project”

Technically, “The Mindy Project” did not originally premiere on Hulu. The show’s first three seasons
were broadcast by FOX. However, Hulu gave “The Mindy Project” a second chance after FOX
cancelled its initial run. The sitcom, starring big-name comedian Mindy Kaling, seems to have found
quite a bit of success in its new online format. Hulu not only created a fourth season of “The Mindy
Project,” but also ordered a fifth season, which is currently streaming on the website.







The next time you are looking for a television program to binge-watch, you need only look toward Hulu
and its collection of entertaining original programs. To learn more about Hulu and its streaming
service, visit http://hulu.com.
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Health Benefits of Yoga
Health Benefits of Yoga

In order to live a healthy lifestyle, it’s necessary to include some form of exercise in your daily routine.
In the early 21st century, yoga became increasingly popular in the United States and has since
become a staple in the lives of many. Millions of people practice some form of yoga every day and
receive many benefits from the exercise, both in body and mind.

Improved emotional health

Scholars have spent countless
hours studying the benefits of
exercise on mental health, and
yoga has definitely been included
in this discussion. According to a
study from Duke University Medical
Center, those who suffer from
schizophrenia, depression or other
psychiatric conditions could benefit
from daily yoga routines. The group
setting of a yoga class increases
certain hormone levels, such as
oxytocin and serotonin, to improve
overall mood and happiness. Yoga
has been linked to being one of the
most effective methods of
improving sleep for those suffering
from insomnia as well.

Back pain reliever

Millions of Americans suffer from chronic lower back pain and many have struggled to find relief
through surgeries or medicines. Unfortunately, these methods don’t always work. A study in the
Annals of Internal Medicine concluded that those living with lower back pain stated they were
experiencing improved back function, less disability and greater flexibility after a few months of
practicing yoga.

When it comes to treating back pain, it’s important to start with a beginner’s yoga routine, to avoid
injury or overexertion.

Improved circulation and blood flow

Just as any exercise increases your heart rate and gets your blood flowing, yoga does so without
having to run for miles or perform the dreaded burpee. As you move the body in various poses and
become more flexible, the passageways for blood open up. Certain inverted poses, such as the
headstand or handstand, allow blood to flow from the legs back up to the heart where it can be freshly
oxygenated and sent back through the body. Yoga also thins the blood and reduces the potential of
clots, which are often the cause of heart attacks and strokes.

Eases digestive problems

Many suffer from digestive issues such as irritable bowel syndrome, constipation or ulcers, sometimes
caused or exacerbated by stress. Yoga encourages the act of mindfulness, or reaching peace within
one’s self. This is done through meditation techniques that are often included in many yoga routines
and classes. Simple breathing exercises can drastically reduce stress levels and ease the pain or
potentially remove the aforementioned digestive problems. Easing constipation can theoretically lower







potentially remove the aforementioned digestive problems. Easing constipation can theoretically lower
the risk of colon cancer because as you move the body, it facilitates a more rapid transport of food
through the bowels.

Arthritis pain reliever

In a study conducted at the David Geffen School of Medicine at the University of California, it was
reported that iyengar yoga was beneficial for those suffering from rheumatoid arthritis. Iyengar yoga is
the process of including props within a mild yoga routine. These props can vary from blocks, belts or
other positioning aids that can improve mobility and stability. Gentle movement is helpful for arthritis,
so iyengar yoga is perfect for those suffering with the disorder.

The health benefits of yoga are plentiful and can help improve your overall lifestyle. It may be worth
taking a few minutes out of your busy schedule to sit down and stretch those aching muscles from
time to time.
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